Decision to appoint new
dean of facult y dela yed
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BY ELIZABETH HERBERT AND
JOSH LUTTON

Asst. News Editor and Managing Editor
The search for a new dean of faculty has
been extended, and the Faculty Advisory
Committee will conduct a national search for
candidates.
Thetwocandidatesbeingconsidered were
Government Professor Sandy Maisel and
Chair of ReligiousStudies Thomas Longstaff ,
who will havetheoption to reapply nextyear,
according to President William Cotter.
The Faculty Advisory Committeeand Cotter announced Friday in a memo that they
reached their decision because of "confiden-

tial reasons / according Cotter.
Robert McArthur , current dean of faculty, whoseoriginal six-year term expires in
J uly, has been asked to extend his term for
One additional year , according to Cotter.
McArthur was planning to take next year
off on sabbatical , said Cotter.
After receiving written and oral comments fromnearl y 200members of theColb y
community, the Committee stated that they
found that "both candidates have enormous
strengths and great support within our community /' but "we unanimously concluded
that the best next step for Colby is
to...conduct a national search for a new
see DEAN on pa ge 7

Ji tney drivers threatened
m ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor
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Twojitney driven were allegediyharassed
during an incident Friday mornin g.
'
^.:{..' The/ inddent c^curred when the Jitney
was called to an off-campus Colby residence
on Nudd Street to take students back to campus after a party at the home was broken up
by Waterville polic€,according to thedrivers.
K. C. Lawler '95, who has driven the J itney
for two years, and Nathan Cook *95, who ha s
driven for three, said that Safety and Securit y
called at 1:45 a.m. and asked them to pick up
about 25 Colby students at the Nudd Street
par ty. Too many people tried to pile into the
J itney when it arriv ed, accordin g to Cook and
Lawler. When they asked a few of the students to get out, some became belligerent ,
said Lawl er and Cook.
"We couldn 't even shut the door ," said
Cook, who said that a Waterville police officer helped convince some of the students to
wait for the next ride.
see JITNEY on page 2
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Lawyers sue former frat

BY ELIZABETH HERBE RT nance on the fraternity house, acAsst, News Editor

cording to Davis.
When fra ternities were banned
at Colby in 1984, the Zetas still had
a bala nce in their operatin g fund ,
accordin gto Davis.
Davissaid another Colby fraternity chap ter who also had moneyin
its operations fund in 1984 settled
its dif ferences wit h the collegein an
out-of-court settlement.
Thelawyersclaim that they took
the case on a contin gency basis,
Where they would get 35 per cent of
any award plus reimbursemen t for
expenses.
Thesuit wasfiled in Cumberl and
County Superior Court , according
;
' '
to the article.
; . . '/ ' . •;. ;.: •-;'-• . - ' ' ' :
The Zetas,In answer to the complain t, claim that there was no con-

A banned Colby fraternit y is
being sued by two lawyers who say
that the frat stiffed them on their
fees, according to an article in the
Dec. 3 Mid-Maine Morning Sentinel .
J im Mitchell and J ed Davis, two
Augusta attorneys , have filed suit
against Zeta Psi Realty Associates,
claiming that the fraternity owes
them $17,000 in fees coming from a
successful legal action against the
College.The fraternity was banned
from campus tn 1984when the College prohibi ted membershi p in fraternities and sororit ies.
The lawsuit said that Colbyhad
in late 1992 the fraterni ty hir ^dthe
Augusta ' law firm to retrieve,; its
money, 4&+!:;4ii , ; /^;; - 'i ,; .v ^ : . ¦ -> , ' .' i tiniigiBMcgr <t jggili^:;: / 'V^-Jyf^' ¦' ;¦' " ' ^-: ' " -i :' '::v; - .-: - . '¦ ¦ " /v:
, The opera ting fund was a fund . '¦?• ¦ The lawyers said a settlement
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ternlty membersand turn ed overto yielded$48,705and claim that their
the college to finance the mainto- share isW01R
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Lawler and Cook said the students riding
inthe J itney continued to harass the driversas
they drove back to campus. The students
were all apparently drun k, said/ Cook,and
lawler. There was one woman amon g the
¦... ¦ ¦'• - ¦>,
mongers , they said,, , v
Cboksaid that the male passen gersstarted
\
,
yelling at Lawler.
'They bad gered her to the point where
she ^nted to. get off/' he said. "She didn 't
feel safe in the Jitney. I' m not sure I did
*
either. "
'lfelt completely threatened ," said Lawler ,
who was a driver for Safe Rides before she
became a Jitney driver. "The y all appeared to
be ext remel y intoxicated.
Lawler felt threa tened ridin gin the J itney,
so she decided to get out of the van and walk.
Cook dr ove back to campu s, dro pped off the
studen t s, and went back to pick up Lawler ,
who remained in the neighborhood. "
"At one point I heard *YoU fuckin g bossy
butch/" Lawler said ; "I was called 'bitc h'

Gra des inflate d at Colby
JOSH LUTTON
Managing Editor

Colby st uden t s may have lessto

better , said Robert Nelson, associate profes sor of geology.
Objective data from the admissionsofficeconfirms thatColb ystu^^SI ^^ m ^^^ AMAtM
^^
ill^l^^^^
^.
dents have not improved in caliber
for at least two decades. The median combined SAT score for the
Class of 1997 is 1200, which is 50
Somli drp.rtm.n t« at Colby
point sbelow Colby's historical high
of 1250 set in 1973 and 1975, accord- mmmwmimm
^mmiiv^
ing to Dean of Admissions Parker ^m?W^^^^W^BMmmW
m
;
Beverage. SAT scores are the only ppli pl9i«*4i by :^iMoI*<
objective broad-base d measure of
quality of the College has, said Bev- ^B-ttJBWiB-i-mBy^-IJ
era ge.
*
W_ tm_ m_ mp !r s * ^aM^
"St uden ts really ough t to know ^i^^^mJdWM
^ p ipl
about [grade inflation ] because it
eventuall yworks to their disadvantage/' said Nicholas Rohrman, professor of psychology, "I t cheapens
everyone's degree."

worryabou tatexams this weekthan
Colby students did 20 years ago.
"Grade inflation," a phenomenon
in which student gra des move up
over time, has taken root at Colby.
Documents from the registrar 's
office show that student s' grade
point averages have been risin g
since the late 1960s. First year students enterin g Colby in the fall of
1966hadamedian cumulativegrade
point avera ge of 2.20 for their first
semester. By19904991 the GPA for
tne 'Corresponding group had
climbedto 2.90. Other groups fared
'
similar ly, " •^¦ '• ¦'
Uf ^ y >
The grade infla tion either
"means .expectations .are lower or
students have gotten tremendously aec INFLATION on p a g e2
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Rick the chef reti res
Health Foru m turnout poor
Members of the panel at the Health Center Forum on Monday
outnumbered the attendees by 14 af ter only four students came to the
discussion to voice their concerns about health care on campus.
Paul Matthews '94,co-chair of the Health CareAdvisoryCommittee,
helped organize the event. He said students had approached him with
individual concerns about the Health Center, and Matthews said he felt
the Forum would be a good way to improve communication between
students and personnel in the Health Center.
"Students have a lot of concerns," said Matthews. "The people in the
Health Center genuinely want to hear input, but the don't get it because
the only time they see students is when [students] are sick,and then [the
students] aren't in the mood to talk."
Matthews said he was disappointed with the student turnout. "I at
least expected double digits," he said.
The students who attended the Forurn asked questions about student insurance coverage and women's health issues, according to
Matthews.
The Health Care Advisory Committee is currently drafting a questionnaire to distribute to students next semester as a means to improve
communication, according to Matthews. (L.P.)

Con gr atulation s, Class of *94J

Congratulations are in order for members of the Colby Class of
1994J, who will officially graduate from the College at the end of this
semester.
Parents,administrators and faculty gathered in Millet Alumni House
on Sunday to honor the graduates. Approximately 60 attended the
dinner.Director of Alumni Relations Sue Cook organized the event.
Class President T.J. Winick kicked off the dinner with a poem,
according io graduate Dawn Devine. Devine read an essay about her
experiences in Paris. President William Cotter also addressed the group.
Associate Professor of American Studies David Lubin also spoke to
the graduates. Lubin spoke of the uniqueness of the group, and their
experiences which brought them to graduate in January. Lubin himself
had an unorthodox college experience, transferring twice during his
studies, according to Winick.
In previous years, the graduation dinner was limited to students and
faculty. Graduate Tripp Holton and Winick decide^ that the event
should be more special as it was the only graduation ceremony fo r many
of the students, according to Winick.
"Hopefully this a trend that will continue," said Winick. "Everyone
had a great time, and every student deserves to be recognized even
though some are leaving mid-year."
Many of the graduates intend to return in May to march with the rest
of the Class of 1994,said Devine. The traditional champagne toast on the
steps of M iller Library will t ake place this Friday.
The members of the Class of 1994J are as follows: Richard Avila,
Matthew Belson,Timothy Brooks,Mar k Burn s,Catherine Coyne, Dawn
Devine, George Eckel,Anne Griffi n,Tri pp Holton, Cameron Richardson,
Glendon Roy, Sarri Salman , Christofer Sharpe, Thomas Shields, John
Smith, Simon Walter and T.J . Winick. (W.G.)

JITNEY, continued f romp ag e1
several times."
Cook said that he is often harassed while driving the Jitney and
that alcohol almost alwayshas something to do with it.
"The real issue hereis respectfor
the Jitney drivers," said Cook.
Other Jitney drivers tell tales of
similar harassment.

Al Madrid '96, who has been
driving the Jitney for two years,
said he once had to file a report with
Safet y an d Security due t o poor
treatment on the job.
"It's pretty much a continuous
thing,usually the guys,and anyone
who i s drunk," said Madrid .Q
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Open Thur s 9am- 1am Friday 7am-4pm

BY JONATHAN CANNON
Staff Writer

Colby will lose over 30 years of
cooking experience next week when
Kwai "Rick" Lam,food production
manager in Foss Dining Hall, retires.
"I'm going to miss cooking and
the people in Colby," Lam said.
"They're all nice."
"I like to work, I like the challenge and the people. [But still], it's
nice to retire young," he said.
Lam came to Colby a little over
two years ago. Until November,he
was the head chef in Dana. He then
moved to Foss, where he has been
overseeing the food production.
Lam's extensive experience and
expertise will be sorely missed by
many in the Colby community.
In the two months he s been
here at Foss, he's been teaching the
cooks a lot," said Joey McClain, the
dining hall's manager. "He's also
trained the new chef we have. It
was good timing having Rick come
over here."
"Dining Services will never be
the same without Rick," said John
Coombs '97. "It'll feel weird not to
see him."
Students seem to recognize the

INFLATION
continued frompage 1

"Over one th ird of our permanent

Echo photo by Jennifer Merrick
Rick Lam slices and dices at the Foss Dining Hall.
quality of Lam s cooking. As Matt ships at sea. While traveling the
Russ '96 said, "When Rick gets be- globe, Lam was exposed to many
international styles of cuisine.
hind that grill, it's magic."
He tries to incorporate thesedif"People follow me," said Lam.
'That's why attendance goes up." ferent styles, as much as possible,
He said there has been a 36 percent into his cooking at Foss, he said.
In 1968he moved fr om China to
increase in turnout this fall for dinner at Foss. "I get very satisfactory Waterville. "I came here because
quality in my cooking, because I my father was working in the
liave cooked for over thirty years, Jefferson Hotel," he said. When
Lam arrived, "There were only two
in all different styles," he said.
JLam was born in 1939 in Hong Chinesepeoplein Waterville. Now,
Kong, but he attended school in there are over one hundred, and
communist China. From 1960 until there are eight Chinese restaurants
1968, he worked in that country's see RICK on page 6
Merchant Marines,cooking aboard

MAJORS? continued f r o mpage I

"Geology is more in line with,
where [Colby] shouldbe,although
even We fjave slipped comparedto
wherewewereJO oris yean*ago,"
said Nelson. "It takes a Ipt of determinationto berigidinyourstandards when everyone else is so
.flexible/'
*My department gives £5 percent C's and D's and it is my understanding that »ome departments give 10 percent/ five percent,or even fewer [Cs and tTi\?
said Jan Hogendom, Grossman
prof essor of economics.
Rahrman's data indicates that
deyen Colby departments gaveout
more than $0 percent A's md. Ws
last semester.Colby gave out only
64 D's and F's. Kohrman's compilation did not name individual
departments.

Grade inflation and discrepancies between grade levels £ji
majors j m y
Was major selection,
Xatin ..honors conferment, and
'increase the weight that graduate
schools put on standardized tests,
according*© HenryGemery,Pugh
Family professor of economics.
A 1991 study by Williams College professors John WakenvunLinn and Richard H. Sabotinlfee
"
]mrnkt tf EcotiOMicPerspective&
suggests one reaso n so few
Americansstudy math and science is becausenon-quantitative
subj ects like English,art,and the
humanitiesgenerally givehigher
grades. Studentsarediscouraged
from taking science classes because thoseprofessors generally
%mte more strictly,According to
the study*Q

faculty was new within the last five
years,"said Dean of FacultyRobert
McArthur.
McArth ur has another explanation for the rise in grades.
The phenomenon is not grade
inflation, but "GPA inflation," according to McArthur. GPA and
grade inflation look similar on paper,but GPA inflation results when
students can easily drop classes, he
said. Colby relaxed its add/drop
and satisfactory/unsatisfactory requirements considerabl y in 1986,
so many students now do not finish
courses in which they are getti ng
F's, D's, or sometimes even C's, according to McArthur.
Since undergraduate grades
have been compressed into the A-B
range, graduate schools are forced
to weigh criteria like standardized
t est s more heavily in their admisGRADE DISTRIBUTION BY DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM
sion processes, according to BeverSPRING 1993
age. "No college wants to take
[grade inflation] on individual!/'
Dept Students % A & B %A
%B
%C
%D
%F
when other collegesstill inflate their
1
13
100
84
15
0
0
0
grades, Beverage said.
2
113
98
67
31
2
0
0
Rohrman said, however, tha t
3
850
95
39
56
4
0
0
grade deflation would not neces4
108
92
43
49
8
0
0
sarily hurt students applying to
5
520
92
29
63
8
0
0
graduate schoolsif Colby made the
6
143
91
35
56
9
0
0
schools awareof a "no grade infla7
87
91
55
36
4
1
0
tion" policy.
8
318
90
33
57
11
0
0
McArthur said that individual
9
146
90
43
47
8
1
1
faculty should continue to make
10
225
90
27
63
11
0
0
their own grading decisions. "The
11
279
89
56
33
11
1
0
standards the professionals useare
12
322
89
25
64
11
0
0
their own personal decision," he
13
107
86
34
48
15
2
1
said.
14
414
83
20
63
14
0
1
Grade inflation is a national
15
397
82
16
66
16
1
1
trend, according to Rohrman.
16
459
81
31
50
18
3
0
"We're not the worst in the nation
17
178
80
36
44
18
2
1
by any means,"
.
18
165
80
35
45
16
5
2
At Harvard 83.6 percentof se19
189
79
27
52
19
2
1
niors graduated with honors in
20
339
78
36
42
19
3
1
1993, accordingto an article in U.S.
- 227
21
76
39
37
21
4
0
News and World Report. The ar22
356
76
29
47
19
3
0
ticle reported a top six law school
23
412
76
24
52
23
2
0
admissions officer saying hisschool
24
129
72
24
48
18
10
2
ignores magna cum laudeand cum
25
333
72
36
36
22
5
1
laude honorsfrom Harvardbecause
26 .
125
68
19
49
25
6
0
they have become meaningless
Department 1 is Senior Scholars. "Studies," except for Religious and Amerisince Harvard gives out so many
can, are grouped together. Data compiled by Professor Nicholas Rohrman.
A's.Q

Debt isn't cram ping Using genes to nab killers
Stu-A*3 style
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN
Features Editor

Mike Miller '95, the Stu-A social
chair,said that anything can bedone
as long as the money is managed
well.For the Last Day of Loudness,
Stu-A plans to have a club-like setup in the Student Center with a DJ
and possibly a band, according to
Miller.
Each year $10,000 of Stu-A's annual budget of approximately
$200,000 goes into a fund to make up
for whatever loss occurred the previous year. This system was developedby Benjorgenson'92 (formerly
Dave Jorgensen) who was Stu-A
treasurerin l992. Considerable pressure is also being put on clubs this
year to manage their money well
and keep good records of expenditures.
Stu-A has lost a lot of money this
yearon big-name events like Spike
Lee and De La Soul. Mike Miller
said that Stu-A does not regret those
eventseven though they lostjmoney.
Stu-A plans to bring more bands
and speakers to campus in the
future.Q

BY GWYNNE ROGERS
StaffWriter

The Student Association (Stu-A),
which is responsible for programming events and funding clubs, is
recoveringfrom the debt it incurred
duringthe 1992-93schoolyear without affecting events for this year.
AccordingtoElliot Barry '94,StuA treasurer, the debt occurred in
part because of the publication of
the Oracle, which had no up front
cost to students. Many students ordered yearbooks then either forgot
about paying or couldn't pay for it
later. Other clubs simply did not
manage their money well. Also,
there are leftover debts from the
early '80s. Barry says that the total
amount lost was not kept in dollar
amounts, but it is fairly sizeable.
Some feared that the debt would
place constrictions on how many
activities Stu-A could sponsor this
year. However, Barrysaid that no
programswere cut.

China disapp ears
from dinin g halls

"fyhen pf w lose:f hem at
such u r ate *$wh have to
be concerned with how

BY C. SWAN
Contributing Writer
Every year Colby's dining halls
spend hundreds, sometimes thousands of dollars, to replace stolen
china. This year Dining Services is
cracking down on flatwaretheft.
In the past year, Dana dining
hall spent $800 for replacement
china, said Joel LaVine, Dana manager. He has noticed a loss of dinner
plates this year, and based on a
recent count, 375 plates have been
lost this semester.
For this reason, Dana invested
$800 on a cheaper brand of china to
replace the lost plates. While the
new china is not as durable as the
china in Roberts or Foss Dining
Halls, it is about half the price of the
stronger plates used in the other
dining halls.

muchU eo8t
e*\

* Joel LaVine ^
Dana dining hall

manager

"When you lose them at such a
rate,you have to be concerned with
how much it costs," said LaVine.
"It's not cost efficient to repurchase dinnerware/' said Joey
McClain,Fossdining hall manager.
"It's our responsibility to run the
dining halls within the budget allotted to us." McClain said he has
spent $513 replacing lost dishes
since January 1993.
The theft and subsequent replacement of flatware and china
see CHINA on p age 7
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Criminals don't stand a chance
against science.
Law enforcement and science
often team up these days to catch
murderers and rapists, according
to Julie Millard, Claire Boothe Luce
assistant professor of biochemistry.
Guilt or innocence is increasingly
being found in the criminal's genes,
she said.
Millard spoke Thursday on
"Murder and Mayhem: DNA on
Trial," the final lecture in this fall's
Women's Studies Colloquium series. She said it is now possible to
isolate the DNA, or genetic material,of anybody fluid left behind by
the guilty party. If that fluid can be
matched with a suspect's DNA, it
canbeusedincourt to convict him/
her.
"One scientist has said that it's
like leavingyourname,pho'nenumber and social security number at
the sceneof the crime,"said Millard.
"It's that precise."
Most of the DNA for humans is
the samefor everyone, she said,but
"hypervariable" DNA vary dramatically. She said the odds of two
people sharing the same
hypervariable profile are very
slight.

In the past few years,new technology has enabled DNAtobe used
in solving a number of seemingly
unsolvable cases.
Millard cited a case in the United
Kingdom in 1983 in which a girl
was raped and murdered. A manhunt came up empty, but a semen
sample was recovered from the
girl's body.
Another girl was killed four
years later, and again a sample was
tsaken. By then the technology existed to isolate DNA.
Blood samples were volunteered by every male between 13
and 30 in the vicinity, and 60 percent were eliminated by determining their blood type. The DNA of
one of the first samples examined
was a perfect match for that found
on the victim.The suspect then confessed to both murders.
In another case, they were able
to convict a man by isolating the
nasal mucus from his dirty handkerchief,"said Millard.In time, she
said, the technology will even be
able to determine if the perpetrator
was blond and blue-eyed.
Because this is still a new form
of evidence, it has met some opposition in the courts, Millard said.
"In the past you had to have a
pre-trial hearing to decide if it was
generally accepted in the court,"

BY LINCOLN FARR
Staff Writer

On Monday afternoon a memorial service was held for Howard
Foster Hill in the Lorimer Chapel.
Hill, who co-founded Waterville's
Thayer Hospital, which later became the Mid-Maine Medical Center, died on Nov. 16. He was 98.
Hill was well known for his contributionsto the Watervilleareaand
for his internationally recognized
skills as an ophthalmologist. Healso
was an integral member of Colby's
family.
"We would like to think that
both his pioneering spirit in medicine and his concern for the world
around him were fostered here at

this college," said President William Cotter at the memorial service.
Hill left Colby during his third
year to serve on the front lines of
World War I. He then returned to
Colby and graduated. He went on
to earn his M.D. from Harvard University.
Hill became Governor of the
American College of Surgeons and
a member of the American, French,
Pan-Patific, Spanish and PanAmerican Ophthalmological Societies.
His innovativeeye care brought
internationalattention totheThayer
Hospital.
"As with all men and women of
great vision and drive, Howard's
interests wereeclectic and he cared

. B A G
Downstairs at Silver Street Tavern

Tues-Fri: 7:30-5:00
Sat: 7:30-12:00
873-1010

873-2277
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passionately about ideas and institutions that transcended the world
of scienceand medicine," said Cotter.
Hill demonstrated this care
through his generosity to his alma
mater. He and his family donated
the money for Colby'sHill House,a
guest house on campus behind the
tennis courts. Hill also established
scholarship funds that benefit
Maine students.
• Rev. David Suetterlein, who
gave the Invocation at the service,
described Mr. Hill as having "lived
a useful, devoted, unselfish life."
Hill was given an honorarydoctorate degree from the College in
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she said."Now the Supreme Court
has said it's up to the judge, so it's
been taken out of the experts'
hands." Many are wary of DNA
evidence, calling it "junk science."
At the moment there are few
DNA data banks in the United
States, said Millard.
"DNA carries much more information than fingerprints," she said,
"but unless you have a suspect to
match it up to, it's not going to do
you a lot of good."Q

Hill , Colby visionar y, dies at 98

LIKE MOM USED TO MAKE

I

Echo photo by Lauren Vitrano
Julie Millard, professo r of
biochemistry.
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Semester in Review

SAGAS:

BIG MOMENTS:
•Sept. 18 - Colby seniorJosette
Huntress finishes in the top 15 in
the Miss America Pageant.

Pepe charged with
aggravated
manslaughter
John Pepe94 is on non-prejudicialleavefrom the
College because
of his alleged involvement in the
death of New Jersey woman Lori
McKinney. Pepe
was indicted on
John Pepe
charges of manslaughteronNov.
'
9 in Ocean County, New Jersey.
Echofile p hoto
The Grand Jury raisedthe chargeto McArthur will remain Dean of Facul ty for another year.
aggravated manslaughter on Dec.

•Sept. 20-A daughter isborn to
Colby Religion Professor Nikki
Singh.
•Oct. 22 - Formgr President
George Bush accepts Colby's invitation to speak at this yearscommencement.
•Nov. 7 - Colby Men's Soccer

wins ECAC championship.

•Nov. 18 - President's Council
proposes end to Religious Symbols
debate. Pending appropriate committeeconfirmations,new symbols
will appear on a plaque near the
chapel.
•Nov..20-Women'scross-country becomes first ever Colby team
to participate in NCAA
Championships.Q

Search for new dean misfire s

!.?

The rugby
rollercoaster
Colby Rugby Teams were in hot
water after they sang vulgar songs
in the residence halls this fall.
Women's rugby agreednot to sing,
while men's rugby fought for their
right to sing and won. The men's
rugbyteam is now allowed to sing
its songs in secluded places on campus.
Men's rugby also faced charges
of hazing before theJudicial Board.
The team was acquitted of charges
in late OctoberO

The search is still on for a new dean of faculty to replace current Dean
Robert McArthur.The race originally included Professor of English Pat
Brancaccio,Professor of Religion Tom Longstaff, and Professor of Government Sandy Maisel. The race was narrowed down to Longstaff and
Maisel on Nov. 30 when Brancaccio voluntarily withdrew from consideration.Rather thanchoosingMaisel or Longstaff,the Committeere-opened
the search to candidates outside the Colby community. McArthur has
been asked to serveasdean for one more year until a candidate is chosen.Q

Cham plin erupts in music and mayhem
A dispute over musicturned ugly in East Quad's Champlin lounge on
Oct. 23.Thedispute,involvingsmdentsErictoth '%,MattMcGuiness '96
and Tachou Dubisson "95, turned ugly when an alleged racial slur was
directed at Dubisson regarding her taste in music. Creighfon MacDonald
'95allegedly attacked McGuinness, and Safety and Security was called to
the scene.Loth was brought up on J-Board charges of racial harassment
and was eventually acquitted.Q

All Sports Talk
Show take s heat

BIG NAMES:

WMHB 's "All Sports Talk

Show" is no longer on the air because of controversy surrounding
off-color commentsmadeby guests
and show'shosts. Onewoman filed
a complaint with the Dean's Office
after she was allegedly mentioned
on the show. Show host Jac Coyne
94 refused to publicly apologize
for the remarks made on the air,cohost TJ. Winnick resigned, and cohost Andrew Greenberg 95 was
fired from the show by Coyne. A
week later the show was off the
air.Q

Chuck D addressedColbyin the
Spotlight LectureSeries on Sept. 23.

J. Bunche LectureronOct.7.

Spike Lee spoke to students on
Oct.17in WadsworthGymnasium's
first event since the Field House
burned down
last fall.

DeLa Soul
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and A Tribe
Called Quest
played to a
smal l crowd
on Oct. 22

Chuck D.
Dr. Cornel
West, author of
Eileen
the New York Shenahan receivedthe 1993 Elijah
Timesbestseller, Parish Lovejoy Award on Nov. 10
RACE MAT- for her achievementsin the causeof
TERS, spoke as women's rights in the media.Q
the 1993 Ralph

Echofile photo
Don McLean perf ormed in Lorim erChapel on Home coming
weekend
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Josette Huntress '94 is Miss Maine
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CH-CH-CH
CHAN&ES
•On Sept. 12,treeswereplanted
to beautify the campus. Sometrees
were planted on students'beloved
Chapel Hill sledding course.
•Moosenet came to Colby to inform students of campus events.
The Moose arrived in late September.
•Oct.4markedthebanonsmoking inanypublicoracademicbuildingson campi'iS.Smokersmustnow
puff outside or in their rooms.
Echof i l ephoto
Colby built new ramps for handicapped access to Miller Librar y.

•Handicapped ramps that only
hcnopie photo the able can use wereerected outDe La Soul rapped at Colby on Oct. 3.
side of Miller Library. The project
was completed on Oct. 3.
•On Dec.4,trees wereremoved
from Chapel Hill so as not to obstruct futuresledding traffic.
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Nikki Singh and Harry
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Men's soccer team is p ictured here
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Women's rugby is quiet.
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Now, you can take home some of our most popular MacintoshT and
FowerBook,> models with no moneydown and no payments for 90 days, one lowprice. So, celebrate this season with a brand-new Macintosh or
(Youcould qualify with a phone call, but must apply by January 28, PowerBook computer, It doesmore. It costs less. Itls that simple, #

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information ,

For all of your computer needs visit the "Mac intosh Office "

at the C^
¦ y :JM0& . - ¦
•AllMacintosh jprices include MS Word, Exre^
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Almost as
good as
James: it's
Livingston
BY KIM MARSHALL
Contributing Writer

In an effort to provid e some
qualityprogramming over Jan Plan,
Johnson and Lovejoy Commons
have joined together to bring
Livingston Taylor to Colby on Jan.
14 in the Pa ge Common s Room.
Taylor is the brother of wellknown singer and songwriter James
Taylor. Livin gstonfirst appea red at
Colby two years ago. Coincidentally,J ameswasscheduledthesame
year but cancelled his appearance.
"[Livin gston isl very similar to
his brother , but not exactly the
same/' said Bryan Raff etto '95, vice
president of Johnson Commons.
Raffetto had a front row seat at
Taylor'slastColby showand is looking forward to seeing him again.
'Tie reall y likes Colby a lot and
likes playin g here, I know," said
Raffetto.
Tickets for the event will be $5
for students and $7 for others.
Raffetto feels this price is reasonable. He notes that the two commons will not make a pr ofit from
the show. Raffetto expects a big
crowd.
"I know for a fact that getting
there early will be key," he said .
To add to the night 's appeal ,
Tullio Nieman, director of Student
Activities, has arranged for
Waterville 's Jorgensen 's Gourmet
Goods to handle refreshments , said
Raffetto. ?

Heal th plan will not chang e
much for Colby- stud ents
BY EMILY CHAPMAN
Contributin g Writer

Although health care reform is
a major issue in the national headlines right now, Colby studen ts will
seelittle change in how their coverage works while still at Colby if the
reform package passes as is.
Right now, according to Dean
of the CollegeEarl Smith, most students are covered under their parents ' insurance policies, and the
biggest changes students see will
be throu gh their parents ' plan.
Now, students can buy additional insurance from the College if
desired, and a policy can be provided if a student is not covered,
but the basic cost of student health
care services is covered by tuition.
It is still unknown what stu-

efit greatly from increased competition becausenot manyHhealth care
providers wiU be assigned to the
state due to its low population.
"Th e one most important thin g
about the Clinton health plan is
universal covera ge," said Barbezat.
"We have very good and comprehensive covera gealread y."
Colby employees will also feel
the affects of the reforms , according to Administr ative Vice President Arnold Yasinski.
Colby'sinsurance expenses will
probabl y increase several hundred
thousand dollars , said Yasinski.
Colby currentl y pays 100 percent
of all its' employeespremiums , but
employeesmust pay the full cost of
each additional family member on
the plan.
Under Clinton 's proposal , the

dents will face under President
Clinton 's new health care system.
The basic premise of the plan is to
provide insurance covera ge to all
Americans.
"I don't think it 's going to impact the student coverage much
because we have an open, come
one, come all policy now," said
Smith/'One of the biggest effects
it's going to have will be on Colby
students who want to go to medical
school," said Assistant Professor of
Economics Debra Barbezat.
She said there will be limits
placed on the number of medical
specialists. , as America tries to return to the idea of a family doctor.
Medical students will also be directed to specific geographic areas
when they graduate.
Maine , for instance ,will not ben-

fees will be split 80%/20% for everyonecovered under theCollege 's
policies, the College will have to
pay 80 perc ent of an employee's
family 'scoverage, as wellas 80 percent of the the employee's health
insurance costs. The employee will
pay the remainin g 20 per cent, thus
increasing what the employee pays
for his/her own coverage but decreasing the overall cost to employ"It 'snot clear what the different
expense would be in terms of different features ," said Yasinski, referrin g to dental plans and mental
illness covera ge."We'll refine what
weknowabout [the plan]as it...goes
thr ough Congress ," Yasinski said.
"The chance of Congress passing
exactly what Clinton pr oposed is
negligible/^

HOLIDAY BAKERY
Bring some Fresh Baked
goods home for
the holidays!

¦

¦

Bring some Holiday
treats to the
Christmas Party !

rC^W?v
SoS^ lc^

RICK,*continued fr om
page 2
[in the area ]," he said.
Lam personally brou ght some
of these restaurants to central
Maine. He opened his first eater y
in 1977. It was named Mei Lam
Chow, and was located in the J.F.K.
Mall . Mei Lam Chow, in Chinese,
means "Lam 's beautiful restaurant. " He lef t t ha t business aft er
one year and later opened Lam's
Restaurant in Fairfield.
Lam also worked as a cook in
the Mid-Maine Medical Center for
ten years and as a chef at Thomas
Collegefor one year.
Tonight, Lam is preparing an
"Ori ent Express" extravaganza in
Foss# according to McClain. He
willbeservingmany of his favori t e
specialty Oriental dishes.Q

COLBY GINGERBREAD MEN
A Classic Cookie Dressed up in a Colby Sweater
CHRISTMAS TREE ROLLS
Cloverleaf Dinner Rolls Baked in a
Christmas Tree Shape

2.75/Loaf

HOLIDA Y COOKIES
A Great Assortment of Fresh Baked,
Hand-decorated Treate

3.50/half

DEEP DISH APPLE PIE
Fresh Maine Apples Baked inside a
Delicately Woven Lattice Crust

1978. Alsoin 1978 he was presen ted
with the Colby Brick in appre ciat ion of his loyalt y and service t o the
College.
"fiie community, the College,
and the world of medicine are all
bett er t han t hey would have been
withou t him ," said Cotter.
Mr. Hill is survived by a son and
daugh ter-in-law , four grandchildren , and a grea t-grand child Q
•

2.75/Dozen

SWEET BREADS
Moist Banana Nut Bread
Holiday Pumpkin
Festive Cranberry Nut

HILL continued f r om
p age3-

.75 each

pound
i

4.25/ple

RASPBERRY & CHEESE DANISH RING
The Perfect Touch for the Holiday Breakfast
Table or a Tasty Late Night Snack

7.00 each

Order today by calling the Spa at Ext. 3332, or by stopping by after 1 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Orders will be accepted through December 17th. Orders can be picked
up at the Spa on any date specified after 1 p.m., through December 21.

Th e Colby Bake r y w is hes y ou all a H a p p y Holiday Season!
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CHINA, continued f r ompage 3

eventuallypushestuition up. "Thisresultsin
the deprivation of the use of amenities to
which students should have a right," said
McClain. For example, Fosspreviouslyused
large salad bowls, but because of the high
cost of replacementthe dining hall now uses
small bowls.
Both McClain and LaVine cite the proximity to student rooms as a main reason for
missing dinnerware.
. "Many people will go sit in the [Dana]
lobby," said LaVine, "but some go right to
their rooms."
Roberts does not haveabig problemwith
missing china "because there isn't a residence hall right above the dining hall," said
Mary Attenweiler,director of Robertsdining
hall.
Dana's individual pizzas also contribute
to lost plates. "They're a good thing to drag
up to your room to save for later," LaVine
said. The pizzas used to be servedon paper

~

plates, which added a different cost. Dana
once used a case of paper plates a night to
preventloss of china, he said.
Neither Dana nor Foss makes students
eat within the dining halls, and for this reason, the dishes cannot be tracked. McClain
attributesmuch of Foss' disappearing china
to students' laziness.
The most distressing part of the disappearance is finding the dishes in the trash,
said both LaVine and McCain. At the end of
the 1992-1993 school year, Dana recovered
$200 worth of china from trash bags.
Collection boxes have been placed in the
hallways of Dana, the Heights, and FossWoodman. LaVine has also begun to send a
dishwasher to look for dishes in the halls of
each of the three buildings once a day.
"We want to get it whileit's still fresh;
before people get sick of seeing it and throw
it into the trash can," he said.?

DEANcontinued f r ompa ge 1 Dean of Faculty beginning in the Fall of
1994/' according to the memo.
In a conciliatory letter he delivered to
faculty on Wednesdaynight Cotter said that
theCollegeneeded to geta strongconsensus
to pick the next dean of faculty,but that "we
were simply not able to do so this fall."
Maisel's reaction to a poem published in
NewMoonRising last year "played a major
role in creating doubts in the minds of so
many faculty members that it hindered the
development, in Sandy's case, of the necessary levelof faculty support to bethe Dean/'
said Cotter.
Cotter said that this fall rumors "fed an
unseemly and unfair attack on Sandy'scharacter."
"Ibelievethat theFacultyAdvisoryCommittee would join me in confirming that
those rumors played no role in the
Committee's decision," said Cotter.

CLAS SIFIEDS

! ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT,- Fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in canneriesor $3,000. ^6,00Q+/mo. orf fishing vessels.^ Manyemployers provide benefits. No exp. necessary! Get the
^necessary head start on next surnmer. For more info, call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5069
1_
BEACH
BREAK
First
SPRING
class, oceanfronthotel directly on the beach, parties,
^DAY^ONA
^declcfunrnightclubs , sunshine/DO NOTMISS THIS TRIP!! Includes fire rountrip motorcoach
^^l
"' transfwith on campus pick up and* drop off , only $289.00 quad oca , depart 3/18/94 return 3/27/94.
^CalllforT^
, .CRUKEjSHIPS NOWJEffiUNG - Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
No experiencenecessary. For
companies. -World travel.^Summer& Eull-Timeemployment available.
'^
'"
' T\
y & 'K * > ^ '
fflore-informatioii call l-206-6^-(M68,ext.C5069
^
^INTERNATIONALEMPLOYMENT - Make,up^ tp $2,000-H000-ti(mo. teachingbasic conversa- ,
tional English abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers provide room and board + other
benefits. No teaching backgroundor Asian languagesrequired. For more information call: "(206)632"
I
1146 ext. J5069
:

Russel Cole, Oak Professor of biological
sciences, investigate and concluded that the
rumors had no basis, said Cotter.
"There has never been any complaint
from any student to anyone in the Athletic
Department, the Dean's Office , the Harassment AdvisoryBoard,or anyone else in authority on campus," according to Cotter.
Cotter said that the editorial in the Fall
1933 issue of NewMoon Rising referring to
the candidatewith the "Bob Packwood Syndrome" was a reference to Sandy Maisel.
Cotter went on to call the editorial "totally
unfounded, enormously hurtful, and completely unfair."
The Collegemust now work to heal a rift
between senior and jun iorfaculty members.
"We must have processes where praise as
well as concerns can be registered," said
CotterO

Every Wednesday 9 pm to 12!
Bowl to your favori te music!
3 Hours of Bowling, Music,
FUN & PRIZE GIVEAWAYSfor only
* per person. Call early
*
*^^
!p5«UU • to reserve your lane!
• ^^

Minimum 4 bowlers per lane,
maximum 6 bowlers per lane.
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SO WHY DRIVE DOWNTOWN WHE N YOU CAN
GET IT AT THE COUNTRY STORE !!!
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The Colby Echois a weeklynewspaper published by the students of Colby Collegeon
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
. The Echoencourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate
community.Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a topic pertaining
to current issues at Colby. Letters are due by S pm Monday for publication the same
week,Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone
number. If possible, please also submit letters on a 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft
Word format.
The Echoreserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials ,. below, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features axe those of the author , not the Echo.
The Echowill make every effort possibleto prevent inaccuracy ,but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates , publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 at Colby).
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Jitney drivers
harassed,
want respect
We are writin g this letter to address the issues of safety and respect for Jitney drivers. While we
were on duty last Thursd ay night
we were put into an uncomfort able
situation due to our passengers'
behavior. In short , we were harassed.
We were called by Security at
approximatel y 1:45 Friday morning to pick up 25 people at an offcampus party that had been broken
up by the Waterville Police Department.
Upon our initial arrival , more
people than were safe attempted to
get into the Jitney. After several
attempts of askin gpeople to get out
of the car, to be heard our tone
escalated into a yell and finally a
Waterville policeofBcer encour aged
a few of the passengers to leave.
As we drove off, we were repeatedly insulted by those in the
J itney based on our genders , inferred political views, and our appearances. Insults such as "bitch ,"
"butch ," and "fucking hippies"
were repeatedly hurled at us.
The situationbecameso uncomfortable that K.C. felt it was safer to
walk home than stay in the Jitney.
She left the Jitney within one hundred yards of the pick-up. After
K.C. left , one comment Nate heard
was "don 't worry about her, she's
'got enough hair on her . to keep
warm."
;Nate continued drivin g and
without sayin ga word, dropped
his passengers off on campus.

fesBltW

We would like to pointout some
omissions in the Sports Section of
the Echo. The first Colby team to
compete in an NCAA championship received no covera ge after the
fact. The Women's Cross-Country
Team placed 12th in the nation and
Michelle Severance was AU-American for the fourth time. Brian
Carlson was the first male runner to
compete at Nationals in ten years.
This alone is worth coverage.
Another point of content ipnconcerns the coverage (or lack thereof )
of the Men's and Women's Indoor
Track and Field Teams. These were
the only teams not featured in the
Winter Sports Preview. The following week, a spring sport was previewed whilethe wintertrackteams
were still omitted. While it is important to keep the Colby community informed of the progress sports
teams are makings inseason sports
should take pr ecedence. We appreciate that the Sports Editors have
chosen to pr eview winter teams.
However, it is then their job to recognize every team.
Hopefully,the Echo will be willingtomaketheap propriate chan ges
next semester.
Lisa Conley '94
Brooke Lorenzen *95
Siri Oswald '94
Brian Schwegler *95
see LETTERS on page 12
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Althou gh the Spa offers beers,
the ambiance is poor. You can hop
downtown to one of the few local
hot spot s, (and even with an oncampuspub it will sti ll be nice to get
away oncein a while)but the attractions get old and you need to drive.
student on housin g probation. It Champ ions is a blas t, bu t jus t too
has become too much of a r isk to much hair. Saferides has limited
accept t he liabil ity for other stu- capaci ty, and it becomesdangerous
den t s and the par ty forms make to drive around. We need a Colbyyouresponsiblefbrevery thingshort only shindig t hat successfully attracts a crowd. So what can we do?
of your guest s' GPAs.
Open a pub. Give 21 year olds a
Sowhat can wedo with the hungathering
spot of our own where
dreds of ma t ure, responsible studen t s at Colbylooking for a safe, we can meet wit h our peers and
convenien t night out ? Simple, the actually feel like we belong. There
is litt le upperclass un ity at Colby
time Has come f o ra ColbyPub.
but
Senior Night is always a sucWe live in a fores t in the middle
of nowhere. You have heard it mil- cess, so why not all the time? Wit h
lion s of ti mes, bu t you don 't realize t he apparen t demise of t he St udent
it as much until you turn 21. Return Cent er; disappearance of event s in
to campus from a weekend in New t he Heigh t sCommuni t y Room , and
York or Boston (god forbid gener al lacking social life on camMontre al) and you feel as though pus, t he legal drink ing const it uen t s,
along wit h t hose choosing not to
you're back in high school.
This isn't t o say tha t there aren 't par take in alcohol consump t ion,
many enjoyable , exciting and edu- deserve a retre at.
Give us a bar with dar t boards
cational activities other than drinkand
peanu ts. Give us a bartender
ing on campus. But we're talking
abou t night life, and for the Colby and a neon sign. Give us somethin g
21 year old on a search for adven- sowe can cure the cabin fever witht ure , the results are often discour- out leaving home.
There aro going to be those
aging.
people who read this article and
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K. C. Lawler
Nathan Cook

Echo sports
section missed
a beat

Want ed: one C olby pub
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The passen gers involved all
seemed to be intoxicated. Alcohol
is no excuse for any form of harassment yet we feel it escalated the
events
and
added
an
unpredictability that we found
frightening.
Although in this situation we
felt more threatened than we have
ever felt as drivers, it was by no
means the only instance of ill treatment that we have had in our three
years of driving the Jitney. We are
not the only drivers who have been
treated poorly by passengers.
Our intention in writin gthis letter is not to brin g punishment on
any individualbut to make thecommunity aware of the harassment of
J itney drivers by their fellow students.
The J itney is a valuable service
tothe Colby community. Safe Rides
(10 p.m. -2 a.m.) is designed specifically to pr event incidents of drunk
driving and provides safe transportation by bringing people home.
The J itney, specifically Safe
Rides, is a student-run service that
we believe plays an important part
in the safety of not only Colby students but also the Waterville community.
All drivers of the J itney are due
the sa*me amount of respect as a
friend who is a designated driver.
This respect should extend to other
passengers in the J itney as well.
Driving the J itney is our campus job. Performing our campus
job should not have as many inherent risks as pickin g up hitch-hikers.
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scoff. Bratty students askin g for
more conveniences and ooooh, alcohol, too. But it boils down to a
safe, conf ined environment tha t is
controllable and monitorable. No
cars would be necessary, and no
one needs to rely upon a designa ted
driver.
Every year we ar e reminded by
adm inistrators as to how responsible we must be. Sign this contract ,
live up to this standard , sign t his
par ty form. Yet every weekend we
ar e forced to open our own pubs in

some lounge or dorm room if we

decide not to leave campus. We are
forced to congre gate in our dorms ,
which also happen t o be t he homes
of many who do not want our company.
There was t alk last year abou t
building a pub in Roberts and relocating the Outin g Club to a new
cabin. It was a great idea, but the
conwrsa tiondied. SocialChair Scott
Parker gra duated and nobod y
picked up the slack. Well, t he t ime
has come, Colby, and the students
need to speak out.
Where did our voicego? Where
is our clout? Where is our Pub?
A coffee house with a twist , a
Spa with an atmosphere , a Student
Center with an attendance—Colby
needsa?ub. Q

Op imoris

Fr om A to Z: Colby in revi ew
LIFE 'S A BEE CH

By Hannah Beech
Airwavesamplify '/bimbo" comment. Too
bad Coyne couldn't take the heat. Next time
remember the old adage — children should
be seen and not heard.
Bad Beer Festcreates abeer pond inPiper.
The student slipping not only brought
Waterville Police, but might promote new
alcoho l restrictions. Next time, use a mop.
Chapel cross might be joined by other
religious buddies. We might need to build
another chapel to accommodate more symbols.
Dean of faculty duel results in snub to
both Maisel and Longstaff. Why decide now
to open the search? Are both so unqualified
to merit this step? Despite student opposition, Maisel'sgot the political flair and public
support for Colby sports and the woman 's
place in the academic arena to earn this
writer 's support.
Echo.Printing the truth a pissing people

flower Hill Drive and doesn't come back.
Kebba and Mike liven up the Colby campus with diversity and fun. From Spike Lee
and De La Soul to Chuck D. and Bela Fleck,
Miller and Tolbert kept up their part of the
Stu-A prom ise.Too bad their superio rs don 't
share their enthusiasm and initiative.
Ladies learn self-defense from model
muggin g class, but $80 price tag restricted
participa tion. Why not make the ex- r~
tended week class an option for phys.
ed. credit? It's more strenuous than a
day hike and a lot more instructive as
well.
Marinel Mateo pledges better student-Stu-A communication. The StuA newsletter was a good idea. Too
bad the Echo thoug ht of it first. Get
your act together or go back to skateboarding — one of your hobbies accordin g to the 1994 Faces and Places
book.
NCAAs neg men's soccer, but
Colby ignores the snub and wins the
off. A proud tradition since 1877. ECAC tournament against Connecticut ColFieldhouse fantasy comes true. Now, the lege.
Opera tion Outward mana ges one unimfieldhouse oommitteeis deciding on wht&her
there should beag iantfish tank or neon light pre ssiveshowin gthissemester.Theprogram
show to complement the lobby. Whichever needs more revampin g than a name chan ge.
Presidential Podium needed for Geor ge
they decide upon, pros pectivesand trustees
Bush. Way to keep with the new tradition of
will love the glitter of our new fieldhouse.
Gender bias does exist at Colby, despite
Governmen t major clique's opposition.
Holiday spirit includes more than
menorahs and Christmas trees. Think about
those less fortunate than Colbyites. Closet
singles don't look tha t bad when compared
to the harsh Maine outdoors.
Insurance covers same-sex partners. Kudos to Colby. At least we're not as backward
as the Bible-Belt Texascounty that rejected an
$80 million deal with Applebecause thecompany also has a same-sex policy.
J oyce-J anicecombination aims to tighten
up alcohol policy. You think the
Pepe story is bad press? Imagine the uproar
if a drunk Colby student drives down May-

A wish for the

white male republicans for graduation
speakers. Maybe the Class of '95 will
have Patrick Buchanan carry on the conservative spirit.
QVC and Home Shopping Network
invade Colby lounge s. Walmart opens
spiawlmgshoppingmecca,despite skirting child labor laws. Pretty soon,
Colbyites won't need to visit Freepor t
anymore.
Rugby rag es on with pretty little
songs. At least the men didn 't rent a
sheepand hand out condoms to fri ghtened freshman this year. It 's almost as if
they 're taming down.
Speech code debate rocks Colby. Despite
critics cries of free speech violations, the
speech code is a step in the right direction
towards enhanced tolerance towards others.
Trees block sledders ' potential paths on
Chapel hill until outcry prompts their relocation. Colby, you've already tightened our
alcohol policy. Don't try to target our non-

alcoholic fun too.
Underenrollment cancels four out of eight
Jan Plans. Guess most of us will be staying on
campusthis January. If worst conies to worst,
we can always take Joyce's Under the Influence class.
Vemonspar kscontroversywithcartoons.
Keep writing the letters to keep our crazy
cartoonist in check.
WHOP keeps delivering greaseladen tr eats to Colby. It 's surpr ising
that there hasn 't been a Colby upr oar
to change the politically-incorrect
name of our favorite pizza deliverer.
X-country makes it mark in Colby
history as first sports team to make
Nationals. Too bad the Echoneglected
to adequa tely cover the moment ous
t welfth place f inish.
Yelling at J itney drivers just isn't
cool. They 're dr iving your drunken
asses home so keep quiet.
Zeta Psi, suck it up. If s time to
pay.Q
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What do you think Colby's new year's resolution should be?
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Hamlen Thompson 94
"Stop being so prude!"

J ason Imfeld '96
"Warmer weather. "

I c^ey^Iiiam
, fMore cuUiiral enthusiasm ."

_

Dina Pflster-Mandes ^96
"To stop using somuch ma-

chineryoncampuswhileclasses
are going on."
7,
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Andy Colligan ^
"St op makin g f un of whit e
male Republicans."
Echo photosby Lauren Vitrano

Arts and Entertai nment
Facult y p rof i le: Jonathan Halls trom
BY DAWN DEVINE
Staff Writer
Q: Describe your educational
background.
A: I attended public high school
in Redmond, Oregon, where my
most notable accomplishments
were playing euphonium (baritone
horn) in the band and first base on
the softball team. My academic
performance in high school was
somewhat less than distinguished.
When I decided to go to college
as a music major, my stepfather,
who only made it to the eighth
grade, said that he couldn't for his
life figure out what I'd be able to do
with a music degree, but that as
long as I was going to do it, I
shouldn't do it halfway. That comment has been my guiding principal ever since.
I did my und ergraduate work at
Oregon State University, where I
was finally able to focus on doing
what I really wanted to do, which
was to make music. I also discovered more general wonders like the
fact that learning for its own sake
(as opposed to doing it solely to get
a grade and/or a job) can be really
fun.
I did my graduate work at the
University of Iowa, first as a Masters degree student in composition,
and then as a double degree candidate (MFA/PhD) in composition
and orchestral conducting. At Iowa
I met an amazing composernamed
Martin Jenni,whotaughtmeto read

Gregorian Chant and made me listen to andanalyze so much music I
thought I would die, but I have
never stopped thanking him for it.
I also worked as assistant conductor of the University's Center
f or New Music, where I was given
the dubious honor of conducting
all the 1960s-'70s "squeak-fart"
music that the principal conductor
did n't want to do. I think I dealt at
one time or another with every perverserhythm and pitch pattern ever
written.
Q:What music do you prefer to
listen to at home?
A: Everything! I have a very
eclectic collection which includes
everything from Michelle Shocked
to Stan Getz to Gustav Mahler to
Pierre Boulez to shakuhachi (Japanese flute). All musics have something wonderful to offer. I think it's
silly to limit oneself to a single style
or genre. (I offer this last observation especially to those students
who've never attended a Colby
Orchestra concert—I do Bela Fleck;
how l>out you try Prokofiev?)
Q: You own a unique viola.
What's the story behind it?
A: I own a Zeta MIDI viola,
which I had built for me by a company out in Oakland,Calif. Whenit
was built,it was one of two in existence (I think there are a few more
out there now). It's fairly "un-violalike" in appearance — gloss black,
sort of arrow shaped.

®lf t ffialb g jfelpi
is looking for an
Edi tor
and
Assistant Editor
for the Arts &
En tertainment
section for next
semester.

Pick up an application on
the Echo door in the
basement of Roberts

j

j

Call the Colby Echo j
for details at ext.
3349.

A: Actually,
I'm reading two
books. One is
called "Grand
Opening" by
JohnHasslerand
was loaned to me
by
Barbara
Russo, who is a
veritable font of
k n o w l ed ge
about good novels.
I'm
also
slowly working
my way through
'T4usic and the
Mind" b y Anthony Storr, a
veryprovocative
text which not
only talks about
how weperceive
music on an intellectual level,
•
Echophotoby J ennifer Atwooa but also postulates that our
Jonath an Ha llstrom, associate professor of
minds need the
music and chair of the department.
nourisnment .
It doesn't make much of a sound
of its own,but rather serves to con- of music (and and other fine arts) in
trol synthesizers and/or comput- the same way tha.t our bodies need
ers. You play it just like an acoustic food. Without the fine arts as a comviola but because it can be hooked ponent of our intellectual and spirito a synthesizer it can sound like tual diet, we run -the risk of having
literally anything (an oboe, a hu- malnourished souls.
man voice . . .steel drums). I've
Q: What do you enjoy most
written a couple of pieces for it and
they've been quite well received, i about the Colby Music Dept?
wish I had mote time to practiceit.
A: I enjoy the incredible sense of
(and relief) I feel when one
delight
Q: What are you reading right
of my students finally realizes that
now?

knowing all 30 major and minor
keys cold and being able to "sight
sing"melodies reallycan make one
a better cellist (yes Wes, it really is
true!).
I enjoy working with a group of
colleagues who I feel are the best
one is likely to find at any college
Colby's size (and some a good deal
larger and more musically prestigious).
I also wouldn't trade the Colby
orchestra, particularly its student
members, who are a truly amazing
bunch, for anything... well, maybe
for the Chicago Symphony.
Finally, I enjoy the daily lessons
in tact and diplomacy I get from
Barb Russo, who is without doubt
one of the most amazing secretaries
in the world.
Q: Any words of wisdom for
the music majors?
A: Yes, to quote an overused
advertising slogan: just do it!
The most exciting and powerful
discoveries in music aren't going to
walk up and kiss you on the cheek.
Sometimes you're going to have to
chasethemdown. This means practicing that hard passage in the Ives
Concord Sonata until the music can
shine through the technique, or not
giving up on your composition assignment until you really have figured out how to make that transition workright. The combined sense
of artistic and intellectual satisfaction you can get on these occasiqns
is what makes music worthdoingO

Music review: Frank Sinatra Duets
BY AMY KEIM

A & E Co-Editor
Back in the early 1940s, when
my grandmother was a teenager,
she sometimes skipped school to
seeteen sensationFrankSinatrasing
at the Paramount Theater in New
York City. He was called the
"Crooner," and his following was
not unlike that of the later Elvis.
Young women drooled and
screamed when he hit the stage in
oversized suits, singing romantic
songs in a sexy voice. While Harry
Connick Jr. has attempted to emulate the Sinatra sound and style,
and has done a pretty good j obof it,
no one can replace Sinatra.Interestingly, Connick is not among the
vocalists on the recent Capitol
Records release, Frank Sinatra Duets.
The album offers a welcome return of Ol' Blue Eyes singing jazzy ,
fresh renditions of old favorites like
"Witchcraft," "All The Way," and
"New York, New York." Coupled
with Luther Vandross, Aretha
Frank li n, Barbra Streisand, Julio
I glesias, Gloria Estefan, Tony
Bennett, Natalie Cole, Charl es
Aznav our , Car ly Si mon , Li za
Minnelli, An ita Baker, Bono and
Kenny G., Sinatra proves that he
can still carry a t une an d cap t ure
our attention.
Due to showbiz logistics, the
perform ers were una ble to record
the songs in a studio with Sinatra.
So, with the help of modern technology and a slew of sound engin eers, .vocalists were recorded in

studios in Boston, Dublin, Holly- haunting classic.
Fortunately, some of the other
wood, London, New York, and
Miami, and the music was later unlikely parings aresuccessful. For
mixed. It is disappointing that the example, Sinatra's duet with Carly
singers were not actually perform- Simon is a marriage of opposites
ing the duets together, but the end that works. Those of you who own
result of thecomputerizedmanipu- the Sleepless In Seattle soundtrack
lation that unites the two voices in know how well Simon sings the
each song is remarkably convinc- love song "In the Wee Small Hours
of the Morning." With Sinatra, the
ing.
The album's highlights include song becomes a dialogue between
"The Lady is a Tramp,"with Luther two lovers.
Frank Sina tra Duets would make
Vandross, whose powerful,caressing voice tempers the slightly coars- a great holiday gift forolder friends
and relatives who probably still
ened voice of Sinatra.
BarbaraStreisand'svoicein "I've cling to their old worn-out Sinatra
Got a Crush on You" is like butter. records and remember the days
Sinatra sings playfully, "I have got when he was The Voice. But the
a crush, My Barbra, on you," and album is not just for old-timers.
she returns, 'You make me blush, Duets is for anyone who enjoys lisFrancis," adding warmth to the tening to romantic classics in an
unromantic era.
song.
F ran k S inatra D u ets retails for
With Liza Minnelli in "I've Got
the WorldonaStiing,"Sinatra holds $18.99 onCDand$lO,99oncassette. Q
his own beside the
woman who inherited a
set of golden lungs from
her mother, Ju dy Garland .
Similarly, echoes of
Na t King Cole's beautifu l voice can be heard in
Na t alie Cole's,in 'They
Can't Take Tha t Away
From Me."
'TveGot A Cxush On
You," with U2's Bono is
the album's only weak
spot. Bono tries too hard
to reach high octaves
an d has limited success
inaddingcharm. and humor to Cole Port er's Duets offers updated classics

Andre w Kulmatisk i
is at tlie wheel
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Kulmatiski took the ever-popular Pottery
Jan Plan during his first year at Colby, but
acted "more as a T.A. than a student." He
accumulated enough of his own work to sell
in the Colby Craft Fair in October.
" [Selling my pottery] allows me to continue to work and have some place to put my
things. I definitely feel like I have the best job
on campus where I can be creative and do
something I really enjoy," Kulmatiski said.
Kulmatiski said that it is wonderful that
people both enjoy his work, and pay for it,
too. He stressed, however, that he doesn't
like to be part of consumerist trends and he
doesn't recommendthatpeoplebuyhis things
if they're not going to use them.
"The greatest reward,is to hear that they
enjoy my pieces and use them regularly,"
said Kulmatiski.
Although he has many satisfied customers, Kulmatiski said he doubts that he could
turn his skill into a full-time profession. He
Ethoy hofo by Ctna wertheiM
explained that while it's easy to make money
{
Jesse Salisbury 9S pauses at me last mork In. the ?JtB -AI&SJHary a
once
he
there's
no
overhead,
at
Colby
when
Echo photo by Lauren Vitra.no
exhibit at the Colby Art Museum *
has to start paying for his own materials it
Andrew Kulmatiaki '94 at work on
will get expensive. "I'll have a pottery studio
collages, letters, journals and articles
BYAMYKEIM
one of his creations in Colby 's
wherever I live," he said. "Even if [potteryl
documenting
theptightofpeople afflicted
A&BCo <$ditor
pottery studio.
r
and
'll
always
be
a
hobby
isn't a career, it
with TB and AIDS, He*text is powerful:
of
income."
possible
supplement
BY ERIK JOHN SON
You'll do more than simply took at the "Who is not unclean?":she writesin one
Apart from the pleasure of having people
Contributing Writer
Work s in documentary photographer work.
enjoy his work, Kulmatiski likes the relaxTroeller highlights- the parallel be*
Linda Trotter's "TB - AIDS Diary" on
that
working
on
a
piece
meditation
AndrewKulmatiski'94grew up with pot- ation and
exhibit al the Colby Art MusetttriYoucan t ween the two diseasesand chronidesthe
to
the
in
a
sense,
It
brings
him
back,
brings.
tery. In fact, he communicated only through
hear the pained voices of those afflicted struggle of individualswho have had to
shape and form until he learned to speak at years before he could speak. "It's time to
With Tuberculosis (TB) in the 1930s, and confrontthe stigmas,physical deteriorayourself," he said. ''You're often not talking
age five.
tionandpsychaiagicalhavocthe diseases
tfoose afflicted with AIDS today,
thinking
about
the
shape
It wasn't until his senior year in high to people. You're
Troeller's exhibit contains nineteen wreakon individuals,families,and sociand
the
form
and
the
colors."
school, however, that Kulmatiski received
works which incorporate photography, ety*The exhibit, which opened Dec. 4,
Another major theme in Kulmatiski's
any structured guidance regarding clay formruns until the end of the month. Q
ing and glazing. His mother, the school's meditativemusings deals with issues of the
pottery art teacher, was his first instructor. functionality versus the artistry involved in
While Kulmatiski often prefers solitude
Taking her class jolted Kulmatiski into a more pottery. "Can artistic things be functional?" jumps up to a water pipe ten feet away.
Kulmatiski asked, admitting that he doesn't
Kulmatiski relates his Mary Low antics to and meditation, he is happy to point begincommunal approach to potting.
conclusion.
yet
have
a
cut-and-dry
environmental art, promoted by such artists ners in the right direction. The first step, he
Upon his matriculation at Colby,
When not in the pottery studio,(where he as Andrew Goldsworthy, ("a collaboration said, is to join the Pottery Club, which costs
Kulmatiski said that he "felt it appropriate
that I become the third over six foot white spends from 0 to 15-20 hours per week) with nature") by stressing their shared tem- only $10 a year or $7 a semester. "If you join
male president,"citing previous PotteryClub Kulmatiski is often in the hallways of Mary porary facets. Kulmatiski calls his own ac- and want to make Christmas gifts, it'll cost
Presidents Dexter Harding '92 and Eric Miles Low unicycling, juggling, bowling, hanging tivities "a good bridge between performing you only ten dollars for all your Christmas
from the ceiling and doing standing broad- arts and physical arts."
'93.
shopping for the year,"he said. ?
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z™n Smashers
Dollman vs, the Demonic Toys
Fast Gun
Free Willy
Ufe withMickey
MichaelJackson: Dangerous
Splitting Hiers

A Perfect World
Mrs. Doubtfire
We're Back
Carlito's Way
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Cool Runnings
Vie Three Muskateers

Amnesty International Observance:
Human Rights Day
Vladimir Albrekht , Russian dissident

Talks about years in Soviet labor ca

S
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Hohday Dance
An Evening ofwaltzes, foxtrots , rhumbas,
Jiff © WZBS*
And other couple dances ,
Beginning with half-hour basic instruc- j ^^
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J unior /Senior Cotillion
Student Center
10 p.m. -2a.m.
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Chnstmas
music
Conn * .a capnia
Olm Arts Center Concert Hall
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Crass countr y
wants
reco gnition
For the first time in Colby's history, a sports team achieved the
honor of participatingin a NCAA
Championship event. This team
was the 1993 women's cross-country team. The team traveled to
Grinnell,Iowa, on the weekend of
Nov. 20.
We finished 12th overall as a
team, YES, 12th in the nation, the
result of the best team effort all
season.MichelleSeverancefinished
14th individually, earning AUAmerican status for the 4th consecutive year. Brian Carlson was
the first man from Colby to qualify
for nationals in over ten yearsand

: " : y '- '/' ' ''-wBW _ j ^ ^_
^ ^^^

finished 44th overall, with an outstanding race.
And yet,TheColby Echofailed to
consider this achievement worth
recognition. Our results did not
even appear in the scoreboard section.
We reached our team goals:
going to nationals, placing in the
top 13and havingthestrongestteam
performance of the season on a
tough course at the most difficult
level of competition in Division III.
We feel that it is the Echo's responsibility tp keep track of all
Colby's sports teams and to report
their results accurately. We feel
that our team has beenoverlooked
and denied the respect that wedeserve..
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ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE;
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Courses meet at Colby!
Courses are starting SOON! [ffn i I n II j M
CALLTODAY: "" 447-0254 j ^gj |__Z
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Have You Tried Our Gourmet Pizzas?
•THE GREEK w/ pesto sauce, feta
cheese, sun dried tomatoes, garlic roas ted * tid S
" ' ¦ ¦ .'
cashews , greek olives, & red peppers
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•THAI PIZZA w/ peanut sauce , grilled
^* - $11.95
terryaki chicken , onions , car ro ts, cilantro , 15u . $15,95
& sundried tomatoes

•Colby Jazz Quartet*

' ^^ ^j attwaa ^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

^aaaaaaas

Daniel Howe - Guitar "94 • Mark Mirizzi - Bass '95
Jus tin Brown - Drums '94 • Chris White - Saxaphone
^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaMaaaaaaaaaaaaam
ASK ABOUT OUR NEW SNACK - DEEP FRIE D PASTA!!1
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' If you're serious about Law School, then prep with the best Our course guaran- ?
tees clas»ei of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instruaon, not "
c
tapes or^^ computers. For dates of upcoming f ree sessions, CALL TODAY. 5 v Z '"i<>
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Lenia Ascenso'95
Susan Hale '95
Beth Timm '95
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Trivial
annoyances
" at Colby
1) The keysystem.Why is it that
the key used to get into a residence
hall appearsidenticalto that which
is usedto unlock thedoortoaroom?
Life at Colby would be infinitely
more convenient if the two keys
werea different size, shape,or had
any discerniblydifferent characteristic.
2)TheMascot.A "Wolverine"is
"acceptable. A "Black Bear,"well,at
least black bears exist. Even a
Purdue "Boilermaker" or Banana
Slugs signify something about the
universitiesfor whichtheyaremas' cots. In whatwaywasisthisanimal
indigenous to Mayflower Hill?
^Surely a moose — or a Volvo for
that matter — would be a more
appropriate mascot.
3) No mail. It is disappointing
enough to pick up your telephone
and not hear a beeping dial tone
indicating that you have messages,
but opening the door to your mailboxonly to find a wind tunnelputs
a damper on your entire day.
- 4) Living under a basketball
player practicing his dribbling
skills. Talk about a constant beat! It
sounds like there is an electronic
drum machine in the room!
5) The "Vendacard" system.
How often are you in the library,
and,just after havingfound a prime
page to photo copy for a paper due
*•' '•' tomorrow,you realizethat you forgot that essentialwhite card?
6) The empty newspaper machines in the Student Center. Studentsat Colby areobliviousenough
to current events. Being unable to
purchase a newspaper in the Student Center doesn't help.
7) The absence of soapdispensers and paper towels in the resi( dencehall bathrooms. It's no wonder people are always getting sick
at Colby!
8) Thatsuddendropinthepavement on Frat. Row near Roberts.It
ishilariousto watch peoplestumble
down this sudden but subtle drop
— unless if s you.
9) Wanting to order a pizza but
not having enough people to contribute.
10) Having paid $12to seeSpike
Lee. Why is it that such an intelli" gent and accomplishedpersonwas
paid so much to say so little?Q
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Still the best nachos, whole wheat pizzas, nasty burgers ^
hot ftidg e brownie sundaes. ,. \ ' S
ID' s requir ed, butpitchers of sodasfor those not of age.
for designated drivers.
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MEN 'SHOCKEY, continued f romp ag e16-—
Bowdoin /' said first-yea r
defenseman Bob Doak. "We had
won our first three games, but
Bowdoin brought us back to reality. Losing that game showed us
that you can't come out flat against
anybody if you want to win. Instead of hanging our heads wewent
into the UMass game with a loose
and fbcusedattitude. Weknownow
that we have to approach every
game like that/ '
This hew approach showed as
Colby came back from a 2-1deficit
against the fast Minutemen to take
the lead 5^2 on goals by junior TriCaptain Brian Pompeo,McGovern,
and first-years Darren Blauert and
Jodie Eidt. Colby forward Brian
Cronin opened the scoring on the
first offensive breakout , upping
Colby's record to 4-0 when they
scored first.
UMass scored a goal to closethe
scoring at 5-3, but the damage was
done. After aonegamehiatus from
the win column,the hockey team is
back on track ;
Colby will face SUNY^
Pittsburg h this Saturday in what
will probabl y be an even tougher
test than UMass. Plattsburg is a
perennial Division III Final Four
member,and won the National title
two years ago. CXurrently Colby is
ranked sixth in NCAA East while
Playysburg is eighth.
"They are supposed tobeoneof
the best Division IH teams in the
country /' remarked ^McGovern.
"We-knowthey are hugearid physi-

cal, but we know we can play with
anybody on our schedule. We're
definitely excited about playing
them. We're going into their place
to let them know about . Colby
hockey/' Q

Men's Basketball (4-1)
Colb y Invitational
Colby 110 Oberlin 62
Colby 107 Wheaton 104
(SOT)
Colby 96 Suffolk 59
Husson 87 Colby 58
Colby 61 Tufts 52
12/ 8 @ Southern Maine
7:30p.m .
12/ 1 1 vs. Salem State
7:30p.m.
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11/ 1 1 vs. Salem State
5:30p.m.

hour *after the inrfdeht for bb-

Women's Hockey (2-1-1)
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gameisthefirstevidencethatthings form as one cohesive unit. "We defiwere finally starting to cjiickon the nitely started to work well together
couTt ^theMuie ^^^'*' ^' #^ f 6ffens ^_l^*^d%ua ^i*«athy
'- - '\
BetseyMcLean 94had adouble Christy ^S.
Kenoyer , a Maine product but of
double for Colby, scoring 16 points
and grab binglSbbards, while Am- Cony HighSchoolinAugusta,broke
ber Howard '97 came off the bench into the starting lineup, joining
to score 17 for Colby, burying five McLean , Andr ea Bowman '94,
of her eight three point attempts / Kathie Pooler ^4, and Josette Huntsetting a single-game women'sbas- ress '94 as the starting five for the
ketball record at Colby. The team is Mules. Tufts pressure defense and
starting to come together and per- rebounding ability were the tough-

est challenges for Colby,according
to Beach. Beach was pleased with
Colby's ^urnover?rate> and the her
team'sfivethree pointers. "Wewere
all very happy at the end of the
game, even though we lost, " said
Christy.
After last night' s contest at
Southern Maine, Salem State is the
final game before exams and break.
Both-SouthernMaineand Salemare
tough games for the Mules, South-

ern Maine was ranked nationally in a
preseason poll.
i ; tJEven with theO-4 start ,Beach likes
the position that the team is in. There
is little pressure on them as underdogs, and the team isimproving with
each opponent that they face.
"We'reinanolose situation ," said
Beach. "As long as we keep improving, I'm not really worried about the
record. We're in a good position to
surprise someone." ?
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Princeton 7 Colb y 1
Colby 2 Yale 2
Colby 7 Cornell 5
Colby 7RrT 3
Men's Hockey (4-1)
Colby 4 Norwich 0
Colby 7 Middlebury 1
Colby 6 U. Southern
Maine 1
Bowdoin 5 Colby 2
Colby 5 UMass-Aherst 3
22/11 @ S UNY-Plattsburg h
2:00p.m.

Island Squeezer - 4% Vodka Coolers
(Pink Ice , Lime Mis t, & Trop ical)........ II S/case
St. Ide 's Malt Liquor.
...11++ /case Men's Squash (3-5)
799
„
++ /case
Open:
Sun-Wed till 9 pm , Thurs till 10pm, Williams Invi tational
o|s^|P#
Navy 8 Colby 1
Fri & s^ tiU Midni ght
Bm ^f
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
Colby 5 Bard 4
J ^ WiSmSat
import beers in Central Maine
Colby 6 Fordham 3
o|$l$$w3J5JOT^. •
jits-s^^
Stony Brook 9 Colby 0
Vassar 9 Colby 0
Colby 9 Ohio Weslyan 0
Bowdoin 7 Colby 2
The Down Under Pub &
Conn College 5 Colby 4
V^/? *-^.
Restaurant Hi
J ^ ^S ^ Y^ ^.
DeCp Fric(I A 80tor
'
Women's Squash (0-3)
/^^iSv ^^ i Home °f ^°

iMi ^eiK^i 873-6228
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Sandwiches , Nachos , Hot Wings,
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Hamburgers and much more.
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Beer $4.50/pitohor w/Colby UXJ
graft
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Gome relax and enjoy our
Aust ralian Atomosphere
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" ' *' ' Starting Sunday, October 10th, Open 2:00pm-11:00pm
.
*Try bur Cains Flame *

Middlebury 9 Colby 0
Bowdoin 8 Colby 1
Conn. College 7 Colby 2
1218 ® Bates
12/ 10 ® Tufts

Men 's and W omen 's
Swimming

Colby 162, Plymouth Si
126

Fiesty, squ as h t eam
looking to improve
BY JOSH STEVENS
Staff Writer

The men's and women's squash
teams have experienced different
starts this season. The men's team
burst out of thegatesto win three of
their first four matches, but have
since dropped their last two. The
women's team has yet to win a
match.
The men's team, coached by
John Illig, opened at the Williams
Invitational the weekend of Nov.
19. After falling 8-1to national semifinalist Navy, the White Mules rebounded with consecutive victories over Bard and #17 Fordham.
After a sweep of Ohio Weslyan, the
Mules went scoreless against Stony
Brook and Vassar, two nationally
ranked teams.
On Dec. 1, the men's team christened the new state of the art courts
adjacent to Wadswortb Gymnasium when they welcomed
Bowdoin to Mayflower Hill. Although the Mules dropped the
match 7-2, Andy Meeks '96 upped
his match record to 5-3 with an
impressive victory in his first season of competitive squash.
Last Friday,the team dropped a
match to Conn. College, 5-4, despite victoriesfrom Matt McGowan
'94, Dave Tedeschi '96, Scott
McCarley '95,and Meeks.
The women's team is very
young, with only three upperclassmen on a team of 11. Also, the
Mules are suffering from a recent
rash of injuries that have tempo-

JABAR
, continued
f rom page 16

inserted into the White Mule starting secondary at the free safety position. He tied for third on the team
with 60 tacldes, picked four interceptions, registered one sack,
caused two fumbles, and had seven
pass'breakups.
To say that Jabar was an impact
player for Colby would be an understatement —just ask any opposing receiver. Jabar was one of the
league's hardest hitters,playing his
position with near-reckless abandon.
"He has wonderful size and
mobility and is a complete tackier,"
said football Head Coach TomAustin. "He had some spectacular hits,
and he really knows how to use his
skills."
Austin notedthat he was pleased
Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi to find Jabar at his disposal this
Captain Matt Dubel '94.
season. "It's always nice to have
someonewith hisathleticism,"said
rarily sidelined Claudia Wehmier Austin. "Hehastheabilitytodomi'96 and Courtney Marum '96.
nate a game, now that he knows the
The squash teams are looking system. Being at U. Maine helped
forward to the rest of the season, as him attend to the dramatic differis Illig.
ence in pace."
"I'm pleased at the way the seaAfter helping the football team
son is going...we havea lot of young to one of its best records in years
players/ said Illig. "Even having this fall, Jabar traded in his cleats
courts is nice," said Illig, referring for high tops and a spot on the
to the courts that Were ravaged by Colby basketball team.
last year'sfire. 'Theseare spectacu"Playing basketball here was
lar."
something I wanted to do," said
The men's team will try to im- Jabar. "Growing up in Waterville
prove on it's 3-5 record this week- and watching Colby basketball was
end against Tufts and MIT. Watch really exciting. To be able to get a
for Meeks, who will Took to im- chance to play for Coach Whitmore
proveon his 5-3 record.
was great."
The women's team faces Bates
"Jason has performed exceptionand Tufts to round out '93. The ally thus far," said ba sketb all Head
team is looking for continued good Coach Dick Whitmore. "You have
play from Captain Liz Greene and to remember that he hasn't played
the rest of the improving squad. ? in two years. He will get even bet-

Echophotoby Jennifer Atwood
Jason Jabar (§23) going for a rebound in the game against
Wheaton.
ter as he continues to play and define his role with the team."
So far this season, Jabar has averaged 4.3 points per game and 2.8
rebounds. He performed particularly well in Colby's 107-104 tripleovertime victory over Wheaton in
the Colby Invitational Tournament.
Who says you can't come home
again? Jason Jabar has journeyed
from the world of big-time college
football and unhappiness to Colby
^r M ' 1 T '1

Waterville Ho use
of P izza

BUY 2 SMALL
•
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DOUBLE'S SPECIAL

STUDY BREAK SPECIAL
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College, where he finds contentment with the more modest football program. "I couldn't be happier here," said Jabar. "I've made a
lot of great friends and I had fun
playing football. I am having fun
now playingbasketballand theacademics are great."
He still has two and a half years
to build on what he's already
achieved atColby,and it seemshe's
found a place where he can do itO
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Women's hockey nets two wins
BY ANDREWGREENBERG goals. At the end of two periods the
Staff Writer

By beating Cornell and RIT,the

women's hockey team came a step
closer to reaching one of their
goals—gaining respect in their
league.Colby has never beat either
of theseschoolsuntil thispast weekend at the Alfond Arena.
The Mules beat Cornell 7-5 on
the strength of 6 goals by their leading line, Barbara Gordon '97,Sarah
Gelman '96 and Cary Charlebois
'97.
The Mules were behind 4-1 after the first period, forcing Head
Coach Laura Halldorsort to make
some tough changes. The major
change was moving defenseman
Gordonto forward. This movepaid
off 3:30 into to the second period as
Gordon scored the first of her two

Chris Haigh '95polished off the
game was tied at four.
scoring, netting two Elizabeth
Colby kept up the momentum Labovitz '94 assisted goals within
in the third period, when Gelman 12 seconds of each other to seal the
had two goals and Gordon scored victory for "Colby, bumping the
an open net goal to seal the victory. Mules record to 2-1-1.
The women's second victory
The team travels to Beantown
came against RIT, 7-3. Gordon had to take on Boston College on Friday
another strong game for Colby with and Harvard on Saturday. Ala hat trick. Gordon'sfirst goal came though the B.C. squad is not yet a
seven seconds into the game. RIT varsityteam,they have some tough
stormedbackandscoredtwopower players to contend with.Colby split
play goals to give RIT an early 2-1 with B.C.in their two meetings this
lead. At the end of the first period, past year.
however Colby led 3-2 on the
"They havea lot of depth but no
strength of a goal by Gordon and a superstars," says Halldorson.
Charlebois power play goal.
The Crimson are*a different
The second period started off story.
much the same as the first when
"They have superstars and exGelman scored ten secondsintothe cellent goalies,"she said. Harvard
period,giving the Mulesa 4-2lead. has improved, beating teams they
Another goal by Gordon gave the have not beaten in the past."
Mules a 5-2 lead after two periods.
The Mules will have three more
practices to get ready for their
games this weekend. In those practices Halldorson will focus on what
the team needs to do to win both
games.
One problem the team has faced
this season has been the health of
thegoaltenders. Colby hasortlyone
healthykeeper,Jen Dursi '96. Dursi
was between the pipes for the wins
over Cornell and RIT.
Another key for Colby will be
the play of its leading line. The
three members of that line—Gordon, Gelman, Charlebois—have
put up unbelievable numbers for
the team so far. The line has totaled
13 goals and 9 assists in 4 games.
Gordon, who will be trying out
for the national team later this year
as a defenseman,has scored in all 4
games, totaling 7 goals in all. GorEcho photo by J ennifer Atrvood don is a natural defenseman. However,Coach Halldorson thinks she
way past a Cornell defender
may be a better forward . Q

Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
TJ Maines '95, looking to dish off an assist.

Men 's hoops
bounce s back
BY ELLIOT BARRY
Staff Writer

Sophomore center David
Stephens led the White Mule attack
on the Tufts Jumbos last Friday in
the team'sNESCAC season opener,
which they won 61-52.
The Mules, who were coming
off an emotional 87-58 defeat by
Husson College, continued to get
inspired play from their bench. T.J.
Maines '95, Craig Murray '96 and
tri-captain Gary Bergeron '94 all
played big roles in the victory.
Greg Walsh '95, Bergeron and
Stephens all hit dutch three pointers down the stretch,to seal Colby's
victory. Stephen s,, who played all
40 minutes and finished the night
with 21 points, nine rebounds and
three blocks,showed his versatility
Sarah Gelman '96 fights her
bycombininghisoutsidegamewith
for a shot on goal.
a number of strong moves to the
hole. Stephens bolted past Tufts
defenders from the perimeter to
convert on a number of occasions
late in the game.
Junior point guard Matt Gaudet
added four clutch free throws at
the end of the game to ice the victory, and the Mules were able to
recover from a slow start.
Gaudet was second for the
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sparked by Head Coach Dick
Whitmore'sbench. Maines,Murray
and Bergeronallcontributed,something not lost on Whitmore.
"We are still an emerging team.
We have different people coming
up to play big roles every game,
and our bench was huge tonight"
said Whitmore.
Colby never did find the three
point touch that has been such a
weaponover the first four games of
the season. The White Mules hit on
only five of 23 attempts, a meager
21%. Tri-Captain Chip Clark '94
struggled to find his shooting touch
all night, missing all eleven shots
he attempted, three from behind
the arc. .
Despite not being able to find its
offensive stroke,the Mules kept the
gpme close with tight defense. The
Mules held Tufts to 25% shooting
in the second half, only allowing 23
points over the final 20 minutes.
Coach Whitmoye pointed to the
defensive work as one of the keys
to victory.
"We played really well. [Tricaptain Glenn] McCrum did a great
job at shutting down their AllAmerican," he said.
Whitmore was referring to the
unusually low 10 point game by
All-American Chris McMahon.
McMahon was McCrum's responsibility, and the senior forward
never let hisJumbocounterpart find
his game.
Colby walked away from the
new and shiny Wadsworth gymnasium with a win, but it did not
come easy. The threepoint shot is
an essentialpart of the White Mules
attack and futurevictories will only
come if Colby can improve on its
Fri day's performance^
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Women's hockey
notches first
twowins.
See pa g e15.

Jabar returns home
BY PJ MCBRIDE

Assistant Sports Editor

Having officially transf erred , Jabar returned "home " to Colby, where his father ,
brother , and uncles have all studied. His
brother , who iscurrently enrolled here,transferred to Colby from Boston College. It was
actuall y ironic that Jabar ended up at Colby,
because coming out of high school he did not
consider Colby.
"Going to Colby never even crossed my
mind, so it 'sa little funny that I'm here now,"
said the 6'4" sophomore. "When I first applied, I only looked at schools that were
offerin g scholarship s."
Now, Jabar plays in front of many of the
same fans he played before as a high school
athlete. "It's good to have some local support ," said Jabar. "I know that a lot of locals
come to the the basketball games, and I saw
some locals at my football games. It good to
see hometown support and people coming
out."
Jabar has made the most of his opportunity with the Mules. He was immediately

There 's no place like home. With a symbolic clicking of his heels, Waterville native
Jason J abar *96 has come home to Waterville ,
transferrin g from U. Maine-Orono to his
hometown school, Colby College.
Thou gh he'sbeen on Mayflower Hill only
three months , Jabar has made a noticeable
impact on Colby 's athletic programs/ After
jumping into the White Mules football team 's
starting secondary this season, Jabar earned
himselfaspot on the basketball team, coming
off the bench to provide strong defense and
consistent rebounding.
Jabar/s ride to Colby hasnot been smooth.
After considering a few Ivy League schools,
Jabar app lied to three Yankee Conference
(Division IA A) schools and ultimately opted
for the University of Maine at Orono .
He began his first year at U. Main e with
hi ghhopeS/ buthewas redshirt ed.Sitririgout
was a new concept for J abar , a star at see JABARon page 14
Waterville High School. It led to the beginning of an unhappy situation for Jabar at
Maine.
"I just wasn't very happy there," said
J abar. "Bein ginaP ivisionIfootball program
has its positives, but I feel like the negatives
outwei gh the positives. The football pr ogram at Maine is going downhill and if you
play football 'at a Division I school, it 's basically your life."
The U. Maine football program requ iresa
year-long commitment ,something that Jabar
had trouble adjusting to.
"Iwas n't really having any fun but it was
a tough choiceto give up a scholarship ," said
J abar. J abardecided to transferfr omU.Maine
over the summer.
"I made my decision to transfer late and
then the possibility arose that I may be able to
get into Colby on short notice/' said Jabar. "I
also looked at Union College in New York,
Echophotoby JenniferAtwood
but my main concern was t hat Ididn't want
to sit out another year."
Jason Jabar runs bach a 95 yard

touchdown interception.

Echophotoby JenniferMerrick

Brian Pompeo gets set to slip a backhand pa st the ZJ. Mass. goalie.

Men 's hocke y g0ts

back 011 track
BY BEN RUSSELL
StaffWriter

^

Clickety-clack, clickety-clack. This is the
sound of the "Mul etr ain," the peculiar tune
that is the inspiration for Colby's hockey
team. Before the boys in blue march onto the
ice, the "Muletr ain" kicks in over the P.A.
system,chan gingtheatmos phereinthe locker
room from loose to int ense.
"The Train ' was around back in the 60s
when ColbyHockey wasunbelievabl ygood,"
said first-year center Todd McGovern. "When
we hear it in t he locker room , we know it's
time to play. Coach (Scott) Borek brou ght it
back last year as a sort of a reminder of t he
glory days of this hockey prog ram. We want
to bring those days back."

. With Colby's 5-3 win over Uljilas sAmherst on Saturday, the Mules took a huge
step in restoring those days of glory. UMaSs,
which is in its inaugural college hockey season., willjoin the Division I ranks next season,
entering the Hockey East Conference.
"This win was enormous for the program
and the players ," said Borek. "Beating a high
profile team like UMass is great for the credibility of our team and the school. I think we
are a lot more v isible now, and tha t will
definitely help us in recruiting the players we
need in future years."
After Colby 's disappointing loss to rival
BoWdoin on Wednesda y night , the White
Muleshad somethingtoprovea gainstUMass.
"We were riding sohigh until we ran int o
see MEN 'SHOCKEY on p a g e13

Swim team dives out to fast start
The women 's cross coun try
teamfinished 12t h overall in the
NCAA Division III Nat ionals in
Grinnell , Iowa. They were the
first Colby team t o compete in
theNationals since theNESCAC
ban on NCAA part icipa tion was
lifted.

How t hey finished:
PI.
14th
105th
106th
113th
114th
150th
155th

Name
Time
Michelle Severance 18:12
Elizabeth Pagan 19:26

Lenia Ascenso
Fobin Art
Beth Tim
Susan Hale
Heather Hunt

19:29

19:34
19:34
20:12
20:18

Byfinishingin thetop twenty ,
Severan ce garnered her fourth
cross coun try All-American
award. ; , ' ;^''" . ¦
Theonlymernber oftheColby
men's team to qualify was Brian
Carlson <94, who finished 46th
i
with a time of 25:520

BY EUGENE BU0N0
Staff Writer

Pre-season practices have paid
off for the men's and women'ssw im
teams as both teams have started
strong.
TheColby women's swim team
won itsfirst meeton Nov.27against
Plymouth State, 162-126.
Head Coach Sheila Cain was
enthusias tic about the team's performance.
The score is not indica t ive of
how well Colby did , as we had to
spot Plymouth 30 points, because
Colby did not haveany divers compet ing;" said Cain. "The girls did
an outstanding job. It was the first
time we got to seeall the team toget her at once, because fall sport s
pr evented full team practices. They
swam smar t races and
did very
¦ ¦
¦
•
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:
wdi ^;^ ?. ' of
the Plymouth
i|»il<ght
^
State me>twas the 200freestyle, in
which Kris tyn Hadam , Emily

Lappenand J enny Higgens,all first- Kaplan *94. Gordon took first in
years, had a one-two-three finish. both the 200 breast stroke and t he
maddi tion,Hadam set anewschool 200 butterfly. Morse, Lynch, and
record in her first meet at Colby Kaplan t ook second in t he 200
with a time of 1:04.48 for the 100 freestyle, 200breast st roke, and 200
backstroke.
butterfly, respectively.
TheU. Mass. Dartmouth InvitaFor the women's team , Krist yn
tional was the
i Had amtook first in
'
s
firs
t
men
j the 100 backs troke
chance to swim
j and the 400 indiI vidua! medley,
compe t it ively
"^^FW^ W^I ^m_f__w^
this season.
m Rachel Sobek '96
The mee t
wonthe 200butter! fly, McClelland ,
was not scored,
giving t he t eam ¦h, '
_ _ _
W_ _ _ _y l; Higgens, Lappen
>^^^
M
members an
: and Morgan Filler
s *97 took first dace
"opportunitvto
swimevents that they wouldn't nor- as the 200 free relay team.
mally swim, because there isn't the
Had the ! meet been scored ,
win,
pr essure of having to
It really Coach Cain speculated that Colby
gave us a chance to see where we "probabl y would have had a secareand wha t we'll need t odo when ond place finish overall. The
we get back fromChristmasbreak ," women's team is stron gand solid.
;
The men's team did very well, but
Oto ^j iv ;':: ' .;^ : ; ; "
Spotlights were on Eric Gordon ¦ they
¦ are few in numbers/ '
"96, Ben Morse *94, and cap tains ?v: ^eh>^^H'lp^^ ofgood
Greg Lynch '94 and J onatha n swimmersincer tainevents,but not
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in terms pf all the event s, which will

hur t us in meets/' said Cain.
Cain is using a very int erest ing
approach to meet s t his year, using ',
them almost like regular practices.
While there will be an effort to
win by the Mules , there will be
more emphasis placed on qualifying for the New England Championship in February, according to
¦ ¦; . ¦
' /:
Cain. ;. .
"There is not as much pressure
to wmin a meet," said Cain. "Wha t
I wan t my swimmers t o do is get in
each face with a different plan, to
experimen t with new breathi ng
pat terns tc find what works best in
actual competition , and in the end
apply what theyhave learned at the
N.E. Championships ,"
7 .
"I don 't want them t o worry so
much about the pressur eof ginning right now-l want each member to do his or her thing. Thisway,
wenot onlylmprm jif^
perspec ,
keep: the whole thin g in^
tlve/< 8he 8aid.a^ ':
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